
PART I: INTRODUCTION TO ADMIN LAW 

 Head, p.1-15 

1. What is Administrative Law?’ 

Admin Law concerns the relationship between the individual and the State.  However, the 

distinction is sometimes difficult to understand because: 

 Concept of procedural fairness is found in both private and public law 

 Administrative law remedies can be given against non-government bodies (e.g. non-

government organisations may exercise public powers e.g. LPB) 

 The impact of privatisation and the corporatisation of the public sector means application of 

Admin Law principles and laws cross over. 

Public v Private Law - Distinction 

 

Public law Private law 

Within the public sector 

 

Constitutional 

Within the private system 

 

Torts 

Administrative Contract 

Criminal Equity 

 Property 

 

Admin Law functions 

 Ability for citizens to seek review if unhappy with government decision 

 E.g. review boards (MHRB, ATO, Centrelink) 

Scope and Character 



Admin law concerns the executive branch of government and its relationship with those that it 

governs.  In order to understand this, you must be aware of the following: 

 How executive branch of government operates within government. 

 The nature of administrative powers and processes. 

 How function of delegated authority works 

 Policies, and practice that affect the way the system operates (for lawyers) 

Summary 

Admin Law takes legislation as binding authority and asks: “whether authorised executive decisions 

are really made within its authority”.   

OR 

Has an administrative injustice or an error occurred in the implementation of an executive law? 

2. Government – The Structure of the Executive Arm (D&J 1.1) 

Traditionally, Executive branch of government saw Crown at the Head, then the Crowns 

Ministers, which made up the Cabinet and its shadow the executive council and then 

government departments. 

a. CROWN 

- Traditionally this position is derived from the King. 

- In Australia, it is vested in the GG. 

- The GG is vested with number of prerogative and statutory powers. 

- By convention the GG acts on advice of the government of the day. 

- There are however some express instructions regrading GG powers. This includes s.62 CC 

that confers powers on the GG. 

NOTE: The GG Reserve Powers allowing the GG to act contrary to government instructions 

(Whitlam dismissal) 

b. CABINET 



- Cabinet consists of some or all Ministers.   

- It is an informal group, that it is not CC formed. Again, the formulation of Cabinet is also a 

Convention 

- In political terms, Cabinet is the government. It makes most major political decisions thru: 

i. Formulation of legislation 

-either passed by Parliament 

-delegated legislation which is legislation made by a body to which parliament has 

delegated authority (e.g. LPB) 

ii. By exercise of an executive power 

-usually exercised by the Cabinet (e.g. appointment to offices) or amorphous 

direction (such as deploy resources in specific way). 

- Cabinet relies on secrecy and collective responsibility. 

c. EXECUTIVE COUNCILS 

- Formal version of Cabinet created by s.62 Const. 

- Endowed with advising the GG. Therefore, it is Cabinets alter ego 

- Rule is when Cabinet makes a decision it must reconvene as EC and GG acting on the 

advice of EC must implement the decision, which requires the exercise of GG statutory or 

prerogative power. 

 

d. MINISTERS 

- Come from party ranks. 

- They are Ministers of the Crown even though the people democratically elect them 

- PM is the head and the rest are subject to the PM discretion, although will always have an 

AG and Treasurer.  

- The Constitution does provide some indication as to their form and number. 

- They have 3 functions: 



JUDICIAL REVIEW – THRESHOLD ISSUES 

 

ADJR Act and the Common Law 

Much of the common law in relation to judicial review has been codified into the ADJR Act. 

However, it is still very important to know the common law principles and cases. This is because: 

firstly, the ADJR Act only applies to Federal Legislation, judicial review of WA government and Local 

Gov decisions is still determined by common law principles; Secondly, the ADJR Act does not apply to 

all Federal cases; and thirdly, the common law is still used to apply and interpret provisions in the 

ADJR Act, much like it does for the Criminal Code. 

We will learn both systems side by side. The principles in the ADJR Act and the Common Law are 

generally very similar except in relation to jurisdiction and justiciability. I suggest you print out a 

copy, as it is only 47 pages (you don’t need to print the end notes, which will save you about 30 

pages). 

 

I   THRESHOLD ISSUES 

Some people get confused when distinguishing between the three threshold issues, but there is an 

easy way to remember: 

A. Jurisdiction: The Court is the relevant factor 

B. Justiciability: The dispute is the relevant factor 

C. Standing: The applicant is the relevant factor 

A   JURISDICTION 

The first question that needs to be asked is –is it Federal or State jurisdiction. Disputes involving 

State Legislation or State and Local Government decisions will be dealt with by state courts, and 

disputes involving Federal legislation or government will be in the Federal jurisdiction. 

 

1. Federal jurisdiction 

 

 1.1 The Original Jurisdiction of the High Court of Australia (HCA) 

The HCA has two types of jurisdiction (similar to the SAT): 

o An original jurisdiction – provided by s.75 of the constitution in relation to federal 

matter 

o An appellate jurisdiction –  provided by s.73 of the Constitution, as the highest court 

of appeal in Australia, the HCA hears appeals from both State and Federal Courts. 

While administrative law matters may end up being appealed all the way to the HCA, it is the original 

jurisdiction that is relevant for the purposes of jurisdiction. 

Only two of the paragraphs of s.75 provide jurisdiction in relation to judicial review. Which two? 

 

“75 Original Jurisdiction of the High Court 
In all matters:  


